
Angle of Repose



source: http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cocktail-
party-physics/2011/11/17/of-granular-material-and-

singing-sands/

Applies to 
granular 
material

http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cocktail-party-physics/2011/11/17/of-granular-material-and-singing-sands/


Volcanoes and Cinder Cones





Source http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/
gallery/2010/sep/06/guatemala-landslides#/?

picture=366454533&index=0

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/gallery/2010/sep/06/guatemala-landslides#/?picture=366454533&index=0








source: http://ffden-2.phys.uaf.edu/212_fall2003.web.dir/
Sarah_Schlichting/Slab.html

Loose Snow Avalanches 
Loose snow avalanches involve individual snow crystals that can 
move separately from each other. This means the snow either 
does not stick together or only slightly sticky. There are two 
types of loose snow avalanches, dry and wet.
For either of these avalanches to form the snow must be on a 
surface that is steeper then the angle of repose. The angle of 
repose varies from as shallow as 15° for snow wet enough to 
classify as slush to as steep as 50° at which point snow will 
normally not accumulate. The most common angle at which 
avalanches occur is close to 30°.

Slab Avalanches 
Slab avalanches are usually more dangerous then loose snow avalanches, and are caused by the failing of a layer of snow 
under the shear force caused by the snow pack trying to move down hill and the ground or a layer of snow staying 
stationary or moving at a slower rate. This failure in a layer of snow allows the overlying snow (which can be one or more 
layers and can be the entire snow pack) to slide down the slope as a block. Similar to loose snow avalanches the angle of 
repose is normally around 30° but can be as high as 55°.

http://ffden-2.phys.uaf.edu/212_fall2003.web.dir/Sarah_Schlichting/Slab.html


Snow Avalanche video



Ant Lions

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antlion

Since the sides of the pit consist of loose sand at its angle of repose, 
they afford an insecure foothold to any small insects that 

inadvertently venture over the edge, such as ants. By throwing up 
loose sand from the bottom of the pit, the antlion undermines the 
sides of the pit, causing them to collapse and bring the prey with 

them.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antlion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ant


Antlion Video 

Source: National Geographic



Sand Dunes



Aeolian (wind) Dunes

Source: http://web.ncf.ca/jim/sand/overview/index.html

http://web.ncf.ca/jim/sand/overview/index.html


Video--Granular Materials 



Video--Simulation

Notice how the grains move to 
the bottom before piling up



source:http://www.tulane.edu/
~sanelson/geol204/slopestability.htm

Note:  There are two “angles of repose”: 	

ac: the critical angle of repose is the 
maximum angle before an avalanche.	

ar: the rest angle of repose, the angle 

right after an avalanche.  	

For our investigation, we are interested in measuring ar

http://www.tulane.edu/~sanelson/geol204/slopestability.htm


Source: http://hays.outcrop.org/images/mass_wasting/press4e/figure-12-01c.jpg

SAND

http://hays.outcrop.org/images/mass_wasting/press4e/figure-12-01c.jpg




Angle of repose based on many variables

Source: http://hays.outcrop.org/GSCI100/lecture37s.html

http://hays.outcrop.org/GSCI100/lecture37s.html


Sand: mostly SiO2 Silicon Dioxide (Quartz) 

Source: http://www.delminsociety.net/motm/motm_oct2007.shtml	


http://www.delminsociety.net/motm/motm_oct2007.shtml


http://www.sand-atlas.com/en/shape-of-sand-grains/

http://www.sand-atlas.com/en/shape-of-sand-grains/


The angle of repose is 
affected by the force of 

gravity.





What is the 
“ordinate” axis?	


What is the 
“Abscissas”?





Task: Design an experiment to measure the 
angle of repose of dry and damp sand?	


How will you create the pile to 
measure the angle of repose ?	




Examples of methods to 
create avalanched pile



Measurement and Trig review

How will you measure it? 	

(create at least two methods of measurement)


